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.,ell -let me introduce it this way. What I have on these cards is sort of the re
sidu~ of oh let's say fifteen years' experience doing all kinds of counseling and 
psychoth~rapy. I've not counted up the hours or the number of people, but I'd say 
it covers, oh, a thousand--mostly students, college students, some high school students, 
some older people--during which time I was also conducting different kinds of psycho
therapy, that is long term private practice, money paying psychotherapy, so called 
intensive psychotherapy. And also during those years a few psychoanalytic patients, 
long-term, knock-down, drag-out, year in and year out, fout times a week psycho
analysis. 

I wanted to share that with you because I want to show that it qualifies me to let 
you in on a trade secret. And that is--and it is a kind of mystique that you find 
especially on the east coast, or rather around large cities where a lot of people 
make a really good living conducting psychoanalysis and long-term psychotherapy--
the illusion that counseling--that is three or four hours with a student, under the 
conditions that I am going to talk about, is some kind of junior league psychotherapy 
is relatively inconsequential, a kind of make-do thing with thin resources etc., 
etc. And that the real thing has to be done by a psychologist or psychiatrist, and 
it has to be long term, it has to take years and years and years. That is a lot of 
bullshit. Not to say that psychoanalysis or long-term psychotherapy isn't a 
distinctive kind of experience. It is, and it's highly educational, especially 
for a psychologist or psychiatrist. But from the standpoint of being able to cope 
with problematic situations, from the standpoint of let's say mental health or in
creasing one's self-awareness, I can tell you that as much and sometimes more can 
be accomplished in a very short period of time. In well timed, well conducted 
counseling sessions, sometimes as few as three or two--well timed, especially in 
the college years. It is important to bear this in mind because the attitude of 
the counselor makes up a large part of what makes for effective counseling, and if 
the counselor is sitting there thinking well shit I guess I'll have to help this 
student out because even though I am not trained etc., etc., although it would 
be ever so much better if he could be referred to a clinical psychologist or 
psychiatrist for si~ months, that would really do it. nut I can count among my 
most gratifying and most effective experiences as a therapist counseling cases. 
I have seen more radical change, really radical personality transformations, take 
place during a period of relatively brief counse1ing than I have in long-term 
psychotherapy. 

~kay, so we all know that counseling has to do \·tith problems, pers,)nal problems; 
has to do with problems relating to family, teachers, friends, enemies; has to do 
with religion, sex, ideologies, morals, values, tastes; anJ conflicts about all 
these things; as reflected in career plan indecisions, fears, guilts, dreams etc., 
etc •. They take such concrete forn;s as tQese kinds of questions: Why am I here? 
Why am I 1 i vi ng? What's it a 11 about? My father· wants rne to be a doctor and I 
want to be .••. And every time I go nome we have a battle, and I can't think after-
ward, etc. Or, I was really in love \'lith thi~ gal and my \'/hole life was in
volved and she just told me sile ~;asn't interested anymore and 1 can't sleep, 
can't eat, can't think and t rea.lly think maybe 1'11 take t.o the gas pipe. Or, 
I eat too much; or I jerk-off too much, or mv fath~r ju$t had a heart attack and 
it's a week after our iast. batt1r. and he stfl1 wants me to be a doctor and I 
still want to be ... And I've got tc make this decision next week, hO\oi am I going 
to tell him, or don't r tell him, then h0\'1 do I deal \'l'th the secrecy, etc. Or 
my mother is an alcoholic I think, orr ~hink :r.a~'bc: 1 am impotent, or I think may·· 
be I am homosex•1a1, etc., etc. Those ~inds of question:] 
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IN"ow the layman's response to these kinds of p;·oblems, when we are conrroru.t-u w'"'' 
Lthem in _the capacity of laymen, is usually to take a kind of friendly but de-

fensive stance. You know, "well don't feel so bad." We may not say this but our 
47 ·~ layman's response is what can I do to help this person not feel so bad. Or, it 
~g,....,will pass, you know, just give it time, get your mind off of it. Or, 11 I remember 
.,;r -when I was in a similar kind of situation and this is what I did about it. 11 Now 

that's fine--defenses have a very important place in the mechanics of our mental 
health. And there are usually plen~ of people around who can help a person in 
that way, but that isn't counseling. The student who comes to a counselor and 
wants counseling isn't looking for at kind of help. Not to say that that isn't 
~elpful, but it's not the kind of help that a student s~ould get from a counselor. 
~n amateur counselor, a counselor who doesn't really understand the nature of the 
counseling process, and this is where teachers usually stumble, tends to feel 
that he has to help the student solve that problem, whatever the problem is. And 
he usually tries to help the student solve that problem by giving some advice or 
other. Again, that can be useful and can be helpful but it ai~ counseling be
cause a counselor doesn't try to help a student solve a probleT~ That is ground 
rule number one--that whatever the problem is and ho\'tever famil1 ar it may be to 
you as a problem, and it may be one that you have solved, you don't help the 
student as a counselor by helping him solve that problem. 

So rules of thumb number one and two, I have here in negative form: don't try 
to be friendly and don't be an amateur. If you're going to be a counselor you 
don't be friendly and you don't be ar amateur; be a pro. What both of these 
reduce to is don't get personally involved. Now that requires a word of ampli
fication. I don't mean by that that you should be cold, objective, distant, 
stand-offish and unconcerned. What I mean \'/hen I say don't get personally in
volved is do your best not to get your needs into the thing, so that what you're 
saying to the student and the way you're listening to the student is really 
in the service of your own needs and not ·his. That's what I mean by don't get 
personally involved, and usually the impluse to be friendly, that is to say 
11everything will be okay fella, just calm down and don't feel so bad or let's 
see if I can help you solve that problem"--when we are tempted into either of 
those directions it is usually that we personally involve our o~:n needs. We're 
getting uptight, getting anxious. We're really saying that to oursclv:?s, not 
to the student. 

~at is th~jective of counseling in respect to problems, if it is not to 
~~lve the~And it isn't even to help the student solve the soecific problem 

that he comes with? That is to say, if it's not to figure out ho~tJ a student 
can change his reality, it isn't calling up the housing administrator and sug
gesting that the student who can't get along with his roorrrnate be shiftEd to 
another room? That might be one way of dealing with the problem, but again 
that's not counseling. And it isn't trying to ch~nge his environment in any 
\·tay or get him out of a program into another proqram, or trying to influence 
$Orne body e 1 se • s behavior towards him .... A 11 those thi ngs~e the kinds of 
things people do for each other but it isn't counselil"g. ~~hat a ~c-unselot' 
tries to do is to help a student feel less alone and/or ssnefPless ln re
Sfect to his problem. That is, wsofa r as wori:TS"Can cap tute117a counse 1 or, 
~1.1atever he does;wnat evet· he says or doesn' ~say, hc~~ever he listen$ etta 
.Qeesfl't liste-R-, what he is trying to do is heip the student' feel less alone (n . 
and less hc1p1ess in respect to his problem. And in respP.ct to the whole I)~ ·~ 
network of feelings, thoughts, impulse!, fears, hor1es; etc., th:!t surround~ ~ 
that problem. _!ou are r~lly counseling n pe:"scn 1ivittQ ~life. Yotl are 
not co~~se1i~g in resoec~ to a.g1v:n problem .• In r.:cme ways.that•:: \·1hat makes ~-_, 
ccunse11ng, 1n terms of 1ts obJectlves, for a1l the co : ,,ole7:1ti~s and skill 
that it requirl!s, a pretty simple thing. Because t;,~ obj~r:tiv~ 1s alHays the {!;:t( 
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same whatever the problem is. However uo-tight the student is about that 
particular problem you are sitting there saying to yourself, and I don't mean 
in the New Yorker cartoon smug psychiatrist sense, you are sitting there very 
calmly saying to yourself that the real problem is he feels too alone with it 
or feels too helpless in respect to it--whatever the soecific problem is that 
he is concerned with. In a sense that's v1hat gives the counselor the relative 
sense of confidence, poise~d coolness that when a student senses it is 
extremely reassuring to hi~ 

~o let's distinguish again betv1een a friend and counselor.· A friend is saying 
~to himself in some way or other, "I v1ant to help you with that problem . " 

Good friends do that very \' 1ell. A counselor is saying "this person is trying 
to helo that person feel less alone and less helpless with his problems, vmatever 
his problems may be." The paradox here is that really good friends sor.1etimes 
achieve the purposes of skillful counseli~~ and a reany skillful counselor 
sometimes ends up being a very good frien~ 

~hat does it mean to feel too alone with respect to this or that problem? It 
usually takes, if it could be verbalized, and tha~'s . ually the problem, that 
it can't be verbalized; but as it becomes verbaliz it usually takes this kind 
of a fonn: I am the only one in the v1hole world as this problem or who 
feels this way about--This probler1 . Or, I think I am one of the abnonnally few 
who have this probl er.1, and that's really scary, and I can't talk about it be
cause if I talked about it I might find out that I really am the only one. So 
I can't talk about it . And the next step is, in order to not talk about it 
I can't think about it, and if that goes on long enough I really can't think 
about it and it doesn't exist. But something is grabbing me. That thing 
doesn't exist, but nontheless I can't think, or I can't sleep or_l.can't eat 
or I keep having these funny thoughts, or eat too much, etc., etc:l And 
eventually--well that's the symptom fonnation process there. 

~hat does it mean to be helnless in resoect to a problem? G.. doesn't mean 
L-bnly thC\t I can't solve the oroblem. l·Jhen it ~y means is that I can't 

even relate to it, I can't place it, I can't put words on it, I can't 
identify it, I can't trace its oriqins. I can't make it rry mvn, I can't 
place it as a part of me. It has a hold on me that makes me feel rotten, 
and I don't even know ~~ t is, and I don't knov: hew to start the orocess 
of getting a handle on ~That's \vhat I mean by feeling too heir,Jless in 
respect to i~ 

Okay, so much for objectives. It's really as simple as that, but it's only 
simple when you are talkinq iihout it, and not simole \'/hen you are tryinq,JD 
do it. But that is the ohjective and the only objective of counseling. ~In · ~~~ 
a sense you might say th~t counseling thetefore is what nobody else can d ~:7 
for a person--not a friend, not a teacher, not a p~rent, not a lover--be au~ 
if any of those peop 1 e tried to do it they wou 1 d be extremely ~kward, they 
would be seen as awkward. It would be inappropriate, because~ these re-
lationshins to try to crf'~te the conditions I am ~ng to talk about no'.'' would 
be seen as kind of goshe. It ~1ould be embarrassi'22,lto everybody. But within 
these guidelines, under these conditions, it is approoriate and it can be, 
as I say, extremely effective and very, very useful. 

~/e11, how to do it then? Here's the "how to do it" kit. How to be a rea11y 
m·ofessional counselor in seven easv lessons. ft.nvone who feel!: comfort::~b1e 
after they henr these COr1ditions $hOuld do it. {think every te~cher \'JhG is 
a good teacher not onl ~· cc.li but snould do it. Hell t~(' fir.;t rhing is you 
havr:'! to m~ke a cor.tact, ~>Jhich usuGlly r.~eans a confrortaticJr. of some kind, 
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leadi~g to an acknowledgment that there is a problem, and that the student 
wants . some help ~tJith it. This can take one of three fonns, and I'll list 
them in order of difficulty, that is difficulty in making this contact, and 
getting this acknowledgment. The first and the toughest is ~tmen the teacher 
has to take the entire initiative in making the contact, after observing that 
the student must have a problem because he is either disruptive of other peooles' 
lives or seems terribly self-defeating etc., etc. At any rate, on the basis of 
the teacher's observations, he concludes that that student has a problem that 
he needs to work on, is in trouble and that he needs help;•but the student 
hasn't made the contact, the student hasn't come to the teacher, the teacher 
is going to the student. This is the toughest one because all you can do at 
this point is confront the student with his behavior and you're not a counselor 
at this point, you're a teacher. You ask him into your office and you say 
"Jack, there is something about your seminar behavior that really bothers me. 
Every time some of the more retiring ones are about to get into the discussion 
you have an unfailing way of getting in with your loud voice and your very, 
very able command of the language and you keep messing up the seminar, ahtays 
monoJX>lizing things ... Now at this point you hope that this \'t'ill make some kind 
of a ~ontact with the student and you hope he will say "Yah, I know that, and 
I've been working on that but, qod pammit every time I feel that I haven't got 
anything to say or that if I did have something to say no one would value it, 
I really get uptight and I get nervous and this is the way it comes out. What 
do you think I could do about it?" Now you hope that this \·rould happen. Usually 
it doesn't. And all you can do here is to keep confronting the student as a 
teacher ~trith his behavior and keep hooi nq. Now sometimes \·!hat will happen 
is the student will ackn01·rledge to some extent that there is something that 
is bugging him. nut he doesn't go so far as to indicate that he w~nts your 
help, but he does give you a little opening, just enough so you can raise the 
question \·1hether he Hould like to talk to somebody, and this is the point ~trhere 
you try to make a refet'ral to maybe some other teacher. You miqht ask, "well 
sounds to Ire like you vtould like to \'lork out something and you would like some 
help. Is there anyone on the faculty that you would feel comfortable in con
fiding in, so maybe I could help make the arrangements?" 

The second kind of contact comes through other students. This can take ~to 
forms: friendly intervention and hostile intervention. "Chat is, three or four 
students come into your office one day and they say "Dick Brian, you know we 
really like that guy and we just think he is in trouble and we hear that you're 
pretty good at helping students with problems, and we ~mu1d just like to tip 
you off that if you could start some work \·Jith Dick we'd a(loreciate it. Or, 
vte really, up until last month, thought he was a real good roommate and \'ie 
used to have great talks. Last week I found this razor on the sink with blood 
all over it ·and he's been keeoing his wri~t covered and I am just scared. 11 

That's one kind. The other is a group of students come in and say you've 
got to get rid of Dick Brian. "That god damn bastard is just queering the 
seminar and we know what's bugging him but he's just intolerable and he's 
either got to get some help or ~te're going to back out cf the seminar ourselves . .: 
!n both instances the rule here is to say: "great,I'm glad you tllou9ht enou~h 
to bring this to my attention. Glad to have the lnfor,nation and I wouid like 
to help and I will, on condition that I can share with Dick Brian where I got 
this information and how it car.1e to my attention." That is, "do I have your 
permission, Nancy and Jack, to call Dick in and say that the reason I am 
calling him in is because you told rre somethir.g I didn't know before that 
indicates to me that he needs helo.'' Is it clear \vhy ttds is absolutE:ly 
necessary? Othcl'i'lise it dum~s you back into the fir.st bao \'lith even less 
to go on. Then all you car, say is "I have a crystal ball that tells me you 
need he 1 p. 11 Now this is really nice to ~;ork with becauc;e in both 
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instances, \'thether this is a hostile intervention or friendly one, it's hard 
evidence to the student that somebody cares about him which in itself helps 
make a person feel a little bit less alone, even though it may come as a 
surprise to him that people care that much either negatively or positively. 
The wrist business comes to mind because I've had real good luck \'lith suicide 
risks--so called serious ones and not so serious ones. I haven't lost any 
yet and in the really serious cases it has al~tays been because other students 
were around ~mo were in on it. In case of suicide risk you can't be there 
when the student really needs the help, when he's really got the razor out 
or he's really got the bottle in his hand, but other students are usually 
around and it • s nice to be sure that there's somebody around ~tho kno\'/S what 
the problem is and who's in on the counseling plan--who have been in on it 
from the beginning because they initiated it. 

The third kind of contact, and by far the most frcauent and easiest, is when 
the student takes the initiative, usually in an office hour. Either he comes 
in and explicitly says ''I'd like to take a few of your counseling hours to 
work on such and such, something is really bothering me and I'd like some 
help in straightening it out." That's real simple, because then all you do 
is start the next steo. Or the student comes in on the rather flimsy pretext 
of wanting to talk about an assignment or book or some academic problem, in 
order to get through the door. He really comes in with a personal problem 
and this is simply a matter of the teacher being relatively sensitive and 
seeing that the student really doesn't want to talk about that book, and 
\'tai ting for an anpropri ate moment to say "1 ook sou know if you want to I '11 
talk about the book, but it just occurred to me that you might rather use 
the time to talk about something else." There may be a little tear at the 
corner of the eye and that's pretty good evidence that he doesn't want to 
talk about the book. But that contact is really essential to get the focus 
on the inner life of the student and not behavior and not academic stuff. 

Gow, having made that contact, whatever form it takes, ~thether you take the 
initiative and the acknowledgment follows, or whether students have brought 
this to your attention and with their permission you have made the confrontation 
or it's happened on the student's initiativ2, the next few minutes are probably 
the most crucial part of the ~ole counseling process. And that's when you 
want to be at your most unrattled routine workaday, self-confident best because 
all you do now is listen . The dam has been broken, the contact has been made, 
the acknowledgment is there and the student just pours out. Or the student 
blocks, having made the admission he or she can't make it, just sits there-
tries to get some words out, can't. In either case this is your time to 
just sit there and listen, listen to silence if necessary, but just listen. 
And you listen just long enough, no lonqet, ju~t long enough to get a feeling 
that you've got a comparatively clear grasp of what the problem might be. 
It's been identified in your mind and you get a little feeling that the 
student is about to invest some confidence in you, some trust. You listen 
just that long, it may be 5 minutes it may be 10, rarely in the teaching 
office hour Set uo more than I would say 15 minutes until you have a feeling 
that you are r(~ady to go to \•:ork, but then you step. It's very imoortant to 
stop at this point and not let it go on too m~ch lonqet, because you hav~n·t 
really made an agreement with the $tudent yet. The constraiDfS of counseling 
aren 1 t there yet, ~mich means rc~oonsibility is not there ye~and it can be 
actually dangerous to let a student vmo has made this contact, perhaps has 
been storinq this steam un for years--he's finally found scmeone who's listening 
and he's fine~lly had the quts to get it out and start ~alkinq about it: s~
times you can get seduced i~to saying more than he is re~dy to co~e wiih. ~s 
a teacher you haven't yet set the other conditions that make the counseling 
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a djstinc_t and special experience;1 It 1s very 1mportan~:. wcst. yvu ;,P"'"'·' 
some time just listening before you make the agreement. It is also important 
that you not listen too long before you stop the whole thing and say "Okay 
I've heard enough", or however you say it in terms of your own persona 1 i ty; 11 

I am glad this came up, glad you're able to unburden yourself this way. N~1 
if you would like to work on this, I'll tell you what I'll do. We'll set 
up a series of sessions, (I'd even use a number depending on your experience. 
After a while you get a feeling for what would be an ~ppropriate number. Or 
depending on the realities of your own schedule is probably even a better 
yard stick to use). I'll tell you what, why don't you p1an to come in for a 
half hour every Tuesday at 3:00 for three sessions and we'll talk about this ... 

Now there are some other things you want to make explicit and I'll get to 
those in--no why don't I talk about it right now. You also want to indicate 
that these will be confidential sessions; that whatever transpires will be 
between the student and you; and that you will not divulge anythinq under any 
circumstances to anybody. It also needs to be made clear that the student 
doesn't stand to lose anything through you as a result of the counseling 
sessions--that is to say~e's not going to be flunked, etc. I'll go back 
over this ground again. ~~at you're really trying to do here is to get the 
student, now that he has acknowledged that he has a problem, that he wants 
help with it--that he's now going to work on it. That is, he's going to get 
help, but he's not going to be given something; he's going to be heloed to 
work. So what you're after here is a kind of agreement, almost like a contract, 
an agreement that inc 1 u des ; how rna n;iji .Cfcsl· tiwh;~ann~d~w::;h~a~triy~o~u~re~t~e~nni. is ~a~r~ek.; -al-l--~ and what his terms are, if he has any and then a er 
this and the student says "yeh, oka · that's what I want to do" and you say rtltrt-~ 
11 now ~Y r.;orequestions; you want to ask any morequest~ons about this, is there ~ 
anyth1ng that isn't clear?" He might have some quest1ons, usually he doesn't. 0 1J 
Then you say "okay, see you next week" or "see you in two weeks" or whatever o ~ 
it is. Stop it right there. As a rule this takes maybe 15 minutes, it really ~ Q 
shouldn't take much longer than that. Now this in itself, that 15 minutes, d I 
often breaks the aloneness cycle in a pretty radical way--not only 1n respect 
to what the student has shared with you in those 15 minutes but in terms of 
potentially sharing something that has been really troubling him, that 15 
minutes usually has included a hell of a lot. So just that has broken the 
aloneness cycle. Also what the student can imagine himself later on talking 
about has a kind of strengthening feeling. Very often if the counselor has 
really felt good about that 15 minutes there is a kind of implied confidence. 
The student kind of soaks that up, he identifies with the confidence and 
that in itself begins to get him feeling less helpless in respect to his 
problems. That's shaky ground because it doesn't last very long, but it's 
a start. And sometimes, this is really nice when it happens, a student will 
call up in a couple of days and say. "HBy you know I don't think I really need 
that session, everything's cleared up, cverythinq's great. I really went 
home and had a good talk with my roofTl!Tiate," or "I just had a good thought 
SPSSior myself and I really ~1as able to think this thing through and thanks 
a lot.'' It's really nice when that happens. Sometimes, and you can always 
tell th is if you are at all sensitive, sometimes what this means is the 
student has realized he is way in over his head and he is too scared and he's 
chickened out. 8ut more often than not it means the simple exocrier.ce of 
having acknm~1edged the problem and corranitted himself to working on it has 
been all he needed. and .you've helped as much as he needed help, I really 
like those because it's nice on your schedule. 

l~e11,okay, let's go back again to hov1 often it should be and how long it should 
be, hov1 long the sessions ouqht to be. I think this is best determined by the 
rea 1 iti es of your own s r.hedu 1 e and not by your sense of hm,; much that student 
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needs to work. It's really more reassuring to the student to realize that 
you wan~ to help, you're willing to help, you're able to help, and you're 
going to help; but you're not going to be a martyr, you're not going to 
jeopardize your home life, you're going to be good to yourself. 

Question: What do you do when the student calls to cancel and you feel it's 
because he's chickened out? 

Say, "Well I am glad to hear that but I have the session free anyway and am 
not going to fill it up with anything else. This is a relatively light week 
for me and \'lhy don't you come in and talk about it anyway. !fit's cleared up, 
let's just talk about how you cleared it up." 

Let's put it this way: I am going to imagine what my year will be like next 
year. I think I am going to devote four hours a week to counseling. That 
may change when I get into next year, but that now feels like an appropriate 
number. And that may mean sometime in October I'll be using only three 
of those hours and I'll have the time to spend, let's say an hour with each 
student in counseling. I would expect by November that's going to start 
getting filled up and I'll probably go to half hour sessions. I think, in
cidentally, a half hour is about minimal. I don't think you would want to 
cut the sessions to less than a half hour. Certainly not more than an hour. 
But I must say a half hour, I have found, can result in very effective 
counseling. Sometimes I would rather work with a student in half hour shots 
rather than hour shots because it places a premium on the session that is 
really conducive to good work. There is no time for bullshitting around 
and everyone knows that and then the work really gets done. This is 
especially so if it is clear to the student that you're not doing half hour 
sessions because you're stingy with your time, it's just that you only have 
a certain amount of time for counseling and other students are using that 
for counseling and a half hour is ~mat you've got. It's very acceptable 
and sometimes considerably effective. Well, I expect that those four hours 
of my counseling time next year will rather quickly be filled up and I'll 
soon be seeing eight students in half hour blocks every week. And that's 
going to get filled up and there's going to be another student coming in 
and the contact \'lill be made--that short burst of confidence sharing will 
take place--and I am going to stop and say, Okay let's work on this in 
counseling. Do you know about counseling? '~ell let me tell you about counseling 
and also about confidentiality etc., etc., and do you want to do it? Yep. Okay, 
I 1 ook at my schedu 1 e and I see that two weeks from today r~erv Cadwa 11 ader 
will have finished his agreed on number of sessions so I'll have a free time 
there, and I '11 say to the student, okay \'le • 11 start two vtecks from today at 
such and such a time. Hhat I am trying to say here is that the whole question 
of how long you should see a student in a·session and how many sessions he 
should have is best determined by the reality of your ~tn schedule. That 
means there is no need for a crystal ball, and that the number of sessions 
you agree on to begin ~lith is tentative anyway and everyone agrees that it 
can be modified. Although here too, if I've set up an agreement with a 
student that we're going to work on this for three sessions, if at the end 
of the: three sessions something comes un that is a real ball buster that 
hasn't come uo before, and both the student and I realize this is another 
ba'll game a 1 together and really the approoriate thing to do is have more 
sessions, even there I 3uqgest that the teacher acknowledge this and say · 
well this looks like more counseling, but for one thing my schedule is fu~l 
and ! can't just continue this because I oromised this ~ime to somebodv 
else for next week, so why don't you try ~his on your own for three o~four 
weeks, and we'll make a definite date to go b~ck at this. That's important 
I think, because frequently the student can 'ttork this out by hir.1self; having 
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worked. something else out with you. And he g~ts much more out ot 1t 1n 
terms of his own basic strength of character if he can solve it by himself, 
that is if he really does it and doesn't just go through the .motions. The 
one important thing to remember here is that you never try to make this 
agreement without listening for a little while. The one thing you don't do 
is confront Larry with the fact that he is monooolizing the seminar and then 
he says "I know that god damnit, what's really bugging me is etc., etc., and 
before you even listen for 30 seconds, you say "ah that means counseling, 
let's set you uo for it." Obviously that doesn't work. 

Question: Dick, before you said it wasn't the specific problem. Then you 
said when the problems had been identified. Hhat oroblem do you 
mean? The specific issue that's bothering Larry or the alone or 
helplessness that's involved? What do you mean by that? 

I don't mean the problem. When you've got the feeling that he has faced up 
to something in himself which he hasn't been able to do before, and that he 
has said, implicitly at least, I want some help \<tith this, I want your help 
with this, that's the moment. Hhat you're listening for is investment of 
confidence in you. This can take place without any problem even being 
identified. The student, you know,a girl just may come in and sob for 10 
minutes and she begins to say something and gets a few words out and can't 
say anything then, you know, that \'/Ould be an appropriate time to say,·"Look I 
really think you have something personal on your mind and we don't have time 
to go into this today but I can see you want to \'/Ork on something. it looks 
like you want to work on it with me so \'lhy don't \•/e set up a plan~· There is 
hardly anything said, but the contact has been made. 

(;ow that the agreement has been made and the student shows up for his next ap
pointment it's sort of all dm-m hill from here. It's really not rruch more than 
listening, conversing, sharing your observations, your hunches, your hypotheses, 
asking questions, clarifying issues. HO\'Jever you do that within your person
ality and your own style you just qo ahead and do that. Hithin the fr~-
work of a certain number of co~itions that I'm going to talk about now.~ I've 
mentioned a few ver.v briefly. LEeally these conditions get translated into a 
counselor's attitude. It's tHe way you listen, the \~ay.you ask questions, the 
~you share obs~rvations, the \'Jay you raise hypotheses, questions, con
tradictions and so on and so on. Six conditions. The first I've already 
mentiAd, that there be an agreement between the two, there be a tine limit 
on it. I'll ~st tic~ off these conditions a~talk a littl~ bit about e:~k 
one o them. L]he ~~t one is neutrality: ~ d is cgQj identiality; thi~ · 
is one-sidedness, that is student c~pteredn~s; the f!l.lf~h is ooen mindedness 
on the counselor's part; and the ~~ one is an awareness on the counselor's 
part of the symbolic oroperties of his roi~ I'll go back over each one of 
those and spell out what I mean. Let me jcrst say--! d·idn't melition.J:.he pur
pose that I think is served by this time liMit and this agreement. LJ think 
what it accom;:~lishes is that it assumes, and therefore it reinforces, the 
student's basic sense of inde!)endence and autonomy. ~!hen you say "okay let's 
work on this oroblem, let's set a tirr.e limit on it," what you'r·e saying is 
"okay you need h~lp and 1 um going to give yc·J that help but you are really 
on your own. This is vour life, this is your problem and you're going to 
really solve this. I'm goirg to heln but you're going to do it... Now you can 
say that in words but 1t doesr1't mean a damn thing. But when you say it in 
actions--namely the guy has just said there are tiMes when I think I am going 
to really ki 11 myse 1 f and you do whatever you do in terms of your O\'m person
ality to meet that and then you set uo the aqreeme;·, ·c of t:·.ree tirTJes. "Let's 
talk about this three times. " 1.fhat that S<1YS is I really t.:TJ ccmfidcnt in 
your ability and my ability to li<;k this one, and I am not falling ovl:!r dead 
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at the prospect of you havin~~ solve a problem--as a matter of fact three 
sessions, 1 think, will do i~ That's a kind of magi~ 

(;The other thing, the time limit, the purpose this serves is that it really 
defines the relationship as strictly business. I don't mean that in a cold 
mercantile sense, but this is not a time for gossip; it is not a time for 
bull sessioning,not a time for chit-chat. This is valuable time because it's 
something valuable that you're bringinq to it and this is really high premium 
time. Again you can say that and it doesn't mean~·ng, but you demonstr
ate it by setting the agreement and the time lim~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ow neutrality, what does that mean? That means a the student should not~~.~~ 
~tand to gain or lose anything more tangible than what he infers about his M~-. · ~ i·~ _ 

esteem in your eyes as a result of these sessions~ That usually means that - '~ 
the counseling can only be done by a person who f!inot in a position of ~ ~ 
authority in resoect to the student. So, in traditional academic set-ups 
what that means is a counseling center staffed by people who are not teaching, ~ 
to whom students can go without any fear of jeopardizing their record, etc., 1? , 
etc. At Evergreen that's going to be a special problem because we are by ~ ~ o 
definition going to be in position of a teacher, counseling our students. ~~~ 
Now the fact that we're not going to give grades is going to help; nonethe- ~ ~ - ~ 
less, \'te're going to be writing evaluations, \'te're going to be putting stuff .. ~ ~ 
in the portfolio and I think we're going to have to just feel out a way of ,~ d 
being neutral in a sense that serves the counseling purposes of neutrality 
without undermining our academic plans. I think what this will come to is 
that it whould probably be well to make it explicit when we make counseling 
agreements with students to say "look this won't work if you feel that this 
is going to have an influence in evaluations of your work," etc., etc. "So 
let's agree ahead of time that nothing will go into your portfolio as a re-
sult of your counseling sessions unless you see it and approve of it." It's 
conceivable th'at something would come up that a student would want in his 
portfolio. He may have resolved a career conflict or something and he would 
like to have that in his portfolio. ~ · ~ 

' ..- \A.Wtl ~ ;t 
\~ell what is the ourpose of neutrality in the counseling frame? veral. ~One,~ makes it possible for personaflinteractions and personal 'mpressions 

£-to be put to work. When a student says, "god damnit I want to talk about 
something but I can't" --''what do you mean you con't?" "Well you'd hate me 
if I did.:' "Do you hate me or don't you?" "Do you like me-?" "What do you 
like about me?" What you \'/ant to be able to say is "That's irrelevant whether 
I like you or I don't like you. You know when all the sessions are over, and 
if we accomolish what we set out to do, well I '11 tell you what I really 
think of you; but if I told you now that would stop the 'r'lhole process. Be
cause what's important is \'that you ~~ I think of you, so what do you 
think I think of you?'' Now if you \'lere to say that in a ..frieAdly, yobl kAew 
~friendship context, then you would really sound like an oof, stiff 
like the caricature of Carl P.oqers. The patients says "do you like me?" 
Rogers says "you fee 1 you'd 1 ike to know whether I 1 ike you" v1hi ch sounds 
crazy, but it doesn't sound crazy if the agreement has been made that the 
student is \\'~rking on someth ·ing that's bugging him, and everything that goes 
on and everthing that trdnspires is for the purnose of clarifying his own 
doubts, his own fears, etc. So it isn't within this context inappropriate 
org au c)'€ to do those dumb th·ings, c!J.l~b in a socia l-context. ~nother thi]]J 
that this condition of neutr31ity accomplishes is that it defines, and 1t 
focuses on, the real inqredi~nts of counseling. That is thou~hts, feelings, 
attitudes, f€~r5, ar:1bi ti or.::, etc., etc., everythi no but behavior. You're 
net there to help the student behave this way or that way--that's his business. 
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~ Your job is to help him clarify his thoughts about his behavior, his feelings 
~~about his b~havior, his fantasies ~bout his behavior:? What h: does is none 
~'!:'PJJ of your bus1ness. He may be steal1ng books from thMibrary 1n your program. 
~ He may need to o~~ up to that and your job is to sit there and say to yourself 
'.~ "there goes my budget" but your job is, "what do you think about that, how do 
r:-~· you feel about it, why did you want to tell me about it?" 

cYf This creates a problem with the outside world esoecially of teachers because 
there will be people who will say, 11 1f you knew this why.didn't you stop 1t? 11 

Question: (Inaudible) 

Absolutely, that's were it gets sticky. But nonetheless you're not doinq 
counseling unless you can say to that oerson 11 that's privileged information;" 
And I wouldn't have it if it weren't clear that I can't use it tn1s way. I'll 
never forget, this brings up the confidentiality issue which I'll get into 
next. It reminds me of old Dean, what's his name--! forgot his name for all 
kinds of good reasons. The dean of students at Brandeis; who finally said it 
this boldly, 11 God dammit I know that it's absolutely essential to the counseling 
service, that you have the policy of confidentiality and I have no objection 
to it, I just want to be included in it." This whole business of neutrality 
and confidentiality is fine until a girl gets pregnant and the girl's parents 
are do\'ln the dean's neck, or there has a been blatent case of plagerism or 
theft or rapes--that kind of thinq. ~/ell rape is something else aqain. This 
gets into the clinical part, I just mention it in passing, but in clinical 
counseling the confidentiality is absolute with two exceotions; that's if the 
information you have leads you to believe that a person is destructive to him
self or other people, then all bets are off. You don't call a coo but you tell 
the person I can't keep that confidential, as a matter of fact I think we ought 
to etc., etc. But in these other cases that's when the whole academic system 
begins to holler tilt, tilt, tilt because it's against the mores of ar.ademic 
life that you keep things confidential. You always share with your colleagues 
information about students, and if you know that the father of this oregnant 
girl's unborn child is Johnny Jones because you have Johnny Jones 1n counselinq 
and his family is beating on the president's door. they want some resoonsibi.lity 
around here. The oresident knows you've got Johnny Jones in counseling and 
he thinks Johnny Jones Has the guy and he \'/ants hard infonnation--then is when 
the crisi~ comes. That's usually when counseling centers are busted because 
they get forced into breaking the confidentiality rule and as far as the 
students are concerned, you're out of business . . 

Question: This raises a ~roblem that I have never even thouqht of before. In 
the coordinated studies one of the items of business in regards to 
the semin<'.r will be the discussion of students with problems. Now 
if members of the faculty are going to (inaudible) 

I think v1hat you'll find Merv, is that this occasion is very infreouent; that 
is, even the temotation to divulge, when it does come up, it will be 
relatively clear whether it is best to keep your mount shut, or whether it is 
a good time for you to go back to the student and . ask him what he would p;·e
fer, that you confide in your colleaques or not. In a sense you are con
tinuing the counseling there. And a~ain you're helping him feel less alone, 
less hopeless. 

Question: It's rroper then to take back to him the kind5 of discussions 
that are 90ing on in faculty meetings? 

Just share with him ~that your problem l$ us ~ counselor and as a teacher, the 
decision you \vant 'to make. ~/e're all going to have to learn tn do this ~tith-
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·in our own styles. I wouldn't want to legislate. 

~ this neutrality thing, and you can count on it, the greatest pressure on 
L;~u to depart from your neutral role is going to come from the student. It's 

going to come precisly when the student does not want to face up to some con
flict of his own or does not want to take responsibility for some kind of a 
problem and that's when the real pressure is going to be on. This is where 
the real skill comes in. It can take the form of a student saying "look, I've 
asked you fifty times now \'/hat you think I ought to do, ~d we meRkey with 
~t for three sessio~; and I've played your game long enough and I know god 
damn well that with your twenty years or more experience on me you know precisely 
what I ought to do and I don't want to fool around anymore. I want your advice." 
This is the time to redefine, recall to his mind what the aqreement was in the 
first place, that this is designed to help him supply his own advice, and if 
what he really~eeds is advice maybe he should go to someone for advice, this 
isn • t your job:J 

Question: Would part of counseling include listing options? Aren't these 
exceptions? 

All I am setting down here,Dic~ are basic ground rules, and in the hands of a 
real pro you break these rules as often as you observe them, but until you 
learn the ground rules you don't break any of them. 

Question: But I mean if you could neutrally say Hell it seems to me that you 
have the following choices, this, this and this. 

I can see that, but I can't see it in the first session or even the second 
session. I can only sec it when you've already gone through these other steos 
and the student knows that he can trust your advice because you're not offering 
it for your benefit. He has already tested you on this. 

Question: I really wasn't thinking of it as advice, but more or less helping 
to m·ganize and to explore all the options that are ava"ilable to him. 

But usually you get sucked into that one if you've already got sucked into 
the temptation of working on that problem. Helping the student solve that pro
blem. If you still have your eye on the ball and that means you're helring this 
student feel less alone and helpless in respect to all problems, then you're 
not tempted to give advice about this particular problem so much. Then when 
you list the options, it's for the sake of testing his ability to relate to his 
own options. 

There are all sorts of tactics, that's llP to you. Hhatevr.r feels comfortable 
and consistent with the ways you relate to people. The important thing is that 
you find your o\'t·n way of abiding by this condition of neutrality, and not get 
suckered off of that for anything, whether it•s pressure from a student or 
from a colleague or from your boss. 

Question: You may cover this and if you wi 11 thtn just sto~ me, but one of 
the biggest prob 1 ems I see in this ·; s \JIIat I jot ted dm~n here as 
an expertise problem and that•s this: you•re a psychologist and 
that fact to a student m6kes the counseling session more official. 
Or a counse1ing center is an official center for counselin~. Now 
laying out the ground rules and all this is uoi11q to bt.: much more 
difficult for me or Larry a;-- r~erv jus~ ~ecause they're not, we 11 
they're not in that frame of reference and that's going to be very 
difficult to not ~dke it look silly, funny, g~nt playing or amateurish. 
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Do you have any points t here? I think that's going to be hard, really ' 
hard, because when I've gotten into \'lhat you're describing here as 
real counseling sessions, it ' s kind of happened through the back door 
and through some other session, through maybe friendship that eventually 
can change to counseling, but to take it on directly as counseling 
would have been extremely awkward. 

Question: In other words, what happens if Bob says to his students "I am set
ting four hours aside fo r counseling ; if you ~eed counseling come 
to me;" and they'll say, "b ut you ' re a biologist .... 

Well this, I hear you Bob, what this means to me is that we really are on the 
forefront of something new, really new, and this is why I started this \·thole 
business by trying to scotch the il lusion t hat really effective psychotheraputic 
counseling has to be done by professional s, has to be done on a long term basis, 
etc. , etc. 

Oh, I agree with you. 

What you're telling me now is that to some exten t you would find this awkward 
and you think students would find it a\'tkward and inappropriate, but what that 
means to me is to some extent you're al so caught in this illusion. Nm'l' it is a 
problem and it is a problem we're going to have to work on, but i t's not a prob
lem based on reality, it's a problem based on illusi on, itself u counseling 
problem. I think my only suggesti on \'tould be to tackle it head on by actually 
setting aside certain counseling hours, lett ing the students know you're setting 
aside these counseling hours, doing you r best to follow these ground rules and 
when a st udent comes in and says "gee I don't think this is going to work be
cause you' re a bi ologist, you' re not a psychologist•• well , you know, you might 
say "try somebody else, go to Dick Jones," or sornething. But you might also 
say, "that's true but I am setting aside four hours a week for counseling and 
I •ve had some luck before and if you ~1ant to try it out come ahead... If it works 
it will get around very fast by way of t he grupevine corrrnun ication network that 
will get set up around the campus: "God darrrn it you kn0\'1 I really did get help 
from Nancy last week; maybe you should try it. 11 If the help is there and it 
really works, the whole illusion that i t takes professionals to do it will diss~·· 
pate. 

Question: On this matter of neutrali ty if say a student comes to me and makes 
the initial contact to figure out what the basic problem is and we 
agree that it would be best for the student to go to you. 

That probably would be a rare instance in \~hich it would probably be a good 
idea because it may be that having t aken the pos it ion of confronting him with 
his behavior you've already used up all your chios as a neutral person. You 
couldn't possibly be neutual after you' ve just told the person what you think 
of hi m. But I think that's the infrequent case and you ' ll just have to play 
that one by ear . I can't imagine any other ir.stJnce unless the student is a 
real personal friend of yours. Ro~t i ne ly , 1 would rather assume that if ~ 
student comes to you for counseling you are the counselor. 

Well \Qt's go on. The nex~asi c condition is~onfidentiali~ Let r~ talk 
about li.ts purpcsei]fi rst. It used to be that ~ primary purpose of confi denti a 1i ty 
in counseiing was to offer e st udent privacy, r. nd tc create conditions in 
\'thicl: he felt safe to divulg~ thi nqs that to him d l'e dangerous. Something 
has happened in this culture in the past 10 or l S years that makes this a 
much less oressir.g issue. Students don' t seem to be all that concerned any~ 
more whe~: they come to a col.inse 1 or. They don • t have to be t·eassured that 
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thfs is confidential for the sake of safety1 At Brandeis we use to practically 
. beat .drums to the students, we had to repeat each time, .. this is confidential. 

Are you aware of that; are you sure of that; do you trust ~t! .. etc., etc: .Be
cause the atmosphere at that place was so filled with susp1c1on and host1l1ty 
toward the administration that we otherwise couldn't do our work. That started 

~
Q die out when I was leaving Brandeis and at Sant Cruz it hardly ever came up. 
ut it is still important for the counselor to make this very explicit for an
ther entir~ different reason--and in some ways a more important reason. Be

cause it has instructional value. It says as nothing else can say, the pur-
pose of the ~sessions is not to talk about superficial things; the purpose 
of these sessions is to bring up things that could be dangerous if they weren't 
kept confidential, that could be destructive. The purpose is maybe to brinq 
up very embarrassing things. This is not a place for false modesty or shyness. 
That doesn't mean you can't have these feelings but we're not going to be 
ruled by them." It's for that purpose that I think confidentiality ought to 
be consid~ed a basic qround rule and ought to be made explicit as part of the 
agreemen~ In the early years I think we're going to find ourselves having to 
really spell it out with students, but as soon as we start getting some history 
the students will understand and it will be clear that both of you understand 
this; therefore, it doesn•t.have to be talked about. But if you feel it has 
to be talked about, then it should be. Freud when he started all this business 
used to have a little lecture that he gave his patients tellinq them what free 
association meant. Anything that comes up without regard to its embarrassment 
or possible triviality or the feelings of the therapist etc., etc. Really 
spell it out for them. The purpose of that was to teach the person that one of 
the difficulties, one of the reasons he felt alone and helpless, was that he 
couldn't relate to himself, he couldn't even get his thoughts out, he couldn't 
get words out. Just to tell a student that everything that comes up in the 
discussion will be kept confidential by you under all circumstances, and that 
if you are going to divulge it, it will always be with the student's prior 
permission. It accomplishes the same thing that Freud use to accomplish with 
that little lecture of his. This kind of confidentiality in any other kind of 
relationship would be perceived, and rightly so, as awkward, inappropriate, even 
grotesque, but within the counseling frame the only aopropriate thing to do is 
maintain confidentiality. This is where I think we're going to fail more often 
than anywhere else. Because it just runs completely counter to the mores and 
basic reflexes of the teaching tradition. You know, the assumption is that 
you always discuss students. And where it's really going to break do~m is I 
think Dick is going to be counseling Susie Smith; Susie Smith is going to 
come up with a real spectacular, exciting, story about something she did 
last week; and Dick is goinq to go home and say, "hey, Virginia you know what 
I heard today?" Then the ball game is all over gentlemen. 

This is the way we have been behaving fdr years. 

Right, but that's all over. I mean it's the mortal sin, the grounds for excom~ 
munication. I use to drive Susie nuts in Santa ~ruz. There·was one time one 
of the junior staff people, one of the counselors on the staff, got into a jam 

· -- very, very exotic interestinq pt·oblem and she asked if she could see me for 
a few sessions. I said okay, set up the ground ru1es, she knew them by r.~art 
anyway, so we had a few sessions. Now this girl was a very close friend of 
other friends of ours and lots of people knew what she was i~to, what she was 
doing, it was part of the gossip circle. Susie knew I was seeing her in 
counseling but that's all she knew. So, she'd ask me questions, 11 hey you know 
\'/hat I heard, \'/hat about that?" "Come on Susie, you kno\': we don't talk ahout 
that kind of stuff." That vsed to drive her up a wall. She w~uld say, "yes, 
I understand with students and all that, but not Kc.thy for Christ's sake". 
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So that is absolutely essential. Confidentiality has to be maintained 
except in those rare instances of profess ional counsultation, and usually 
then \'lith permission and approval. Try to develop a little cell in your 
head that only has one door--in. That's just part of the discipline, and 
it's necessary. 

Okay what do I mean byf ne-sidedness.Gat means that in everything you 
do, think, everything you say, everything you wonder about, every decision 
you make in the counseling session, the attention is always on the student. 
The focus is on the student. Should I say this, should I not say it; 
should I share this observation, should I hold it back? Should I ask this 
question, should I not ask it? Should I share this experience of mine or 
should I not? All these decisions should first pass the test of what's 
in this for him~" wt.lat FRight bQ in tbis fm h4-m. Is it too soon for his 
sake, is it something that I may want to say in a different way for his 
sake? Not for his sake meaning to make him more comfovta~--but will 
this enable him to get a better handle on his feelings~ Even during a 
silence when the student is sitting there and not able 1o say anything. 
What one-sidedness means here is that you don't take that three minutes 
to think of what you're going to buy on the way home. This is important 
time for him. You use that time to think about what he might be thinking 
ab~, what might be inhibiting him, what might have him hung up right 

I<~~ 
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now. It's a time maybe for just reviewing the last session. Inevitably 
th \'lill be involuntary lapses. Somebody brings up something in his 
sex life and it just happens to remind you of the first time you got laid, 
and quite involuntarily, you start remembering, and 10 seconds pass before 
you realize that you're breaking the rule and want to get back. Even then 
you want to ask yourself, "now maybe I can use that lapse." "Is it 
possible that I could share that with him?" Again to get it back, even 
use the involuntary lapses to get back, to the student's focus. Nine 
ti~~s out of ten you can't share the lapse, but just the exercise of 
asking whether you might gets you back into the counseling attitude. 
Where this pays off, and it's probably the most important part of the 
discipline of counseling, it ~s ' off in unpredictable ways in terms of 
intuition, in terms of emoathy, you know, in terms of really understanding 
and comprehending that other e s" 

I don't think any of us ever, un 1 ess we get i nvo 1 ved \ali th professional 
counseling, really have much chance to behave that way. 

No, it would only be during the four hours or ~matever hours you set aside. 

As you were describing I was flashing b~ck to times when I have, I thought, 
listened very carefully to a student who was spilling out a tough, sad 
story; I realized that I was not being as attentive as I could. 

It's exhausting in some ways, and it's also extremely gratifying. The 
gratification of craftsmanship. To have someone come in and tell me some
thing that th~y assume if they ever told anyone \'lould result in the person 
shrieking in horror, and to see that that is what they expect and not to 
do it, and realize the benefit that other person is getting out of your 
not doing it~-not becauseyou'retrying not to do it, simply because that's 
part of the discipline. Not re~cting with your own emotion but thinking 
well what did you exoect, why did she expect that , what has that got to 
do with her feeling ;~competent, and not being confident etc., etc? Just 
thinking that all she sees is a guy sitting there concerned about her and 
trying to help. 
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Now what· I mean by open-mindedness--that' s really a tough one r;; describe 
because everybody is, of course, open-minded in his own eyes. Everyone 
assumes that he is open-minded until he discovers that he isn . Again 
what this reallv means is maintaining the discipline of being tuned in 
only to the students !ha~ts, f~ings, attitudes and so ?n. lt'~n
other ~-ifc~o the ~t~~point -the open-mindedness th1ng, but\!here 
will i be times \'lhen a stu ent will, say, really have had an ex
perience that maybe you would like have had all your life and never 
had, and maybe you can resign your e 1f now to not havi nq, it; and you sit 
there and you think god-damn so of-a bitch it ain't fair, why should I 

w 
be helping him, he's exoeri ing joys that I never experienced an9 never 
will experience. At tha oint the danger of becoming closed minded is _ L 
imminent; nonethe1es he ability to remain open minded, that~ keep~"~ 

keep working, is extremely gratifying:1 

Question;r'You were making a distinction between thoughts, att~es, 
fee 11 ngs, behavior. ~lhat about your atti tude.Ab?uf' hi~ 
and thoughts, and feelings? , --------

Right, ~u will have all sorts o~~ou will be making about 
how stupid he is and hm'l Q_linahe''is, but they will hardly be value judg-
ements if you have your-work cloak on. Those will immediately translate 
into questions pf/ why does he feel this way, why is he doing that. Of course 
it's stuoi~t6 spend three hours cleaning up your desk every niqht and then 
find tnat'you're so tired you can't go to work. That's a pretty dumb way 
to_))ehave, but your impulse as a counselor is not to say "that's a pretty 

~-~ 
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mb 'rlay to behave,why don't you shape up." Your reflex is to start asking 
questions. ~lhy would he behave this way, ~mat's he trying to do, why does ·'J~.,J.-""" 
that make him say-+t, why does he need to feel safe, what's really threatening 
him. etc., etc., and trying to _get him to think that way~ · 

l[;o things that I've discovered that are useful practices, from the point 
of view of maintaining o~en-mindednes~are to k~ep a journal, not during ~ ~-~-
the session, some oeoole can do that 5Tit I haven't been ~ to keep notes (~~-
and also pay attention. -Some people cant-l, can't. But I have found it useful, t . 
sometime soon after the session, to keep~e notes not only from the point L~~~ 
of view of remembering the sessions and keeping track of what the stM~ r~·- . - .·1 
was saying and what he's working on, but what you're learning from it. ~ ~ 
if Dick Brian has come in and he's really had an e»Perience that's ma e me 
envious and has reminded me of the times I haven't lived as hapoily as I 
would like to have, and it's too late now and I may not have thought of it 
the last three or four years, here's an occasion for me to sit down and 
have a reflection session with myself, a little self-counseling and jot it 
dmm. That's one way of gettinQ somethtnq in lieu of the health you lost. 
Another, I can,:t; really spell this out too well, alWCl.yS 
try, at any rat~en you've heard something that you think is reprehensible 
or is extremely weak, or it's something that would make you terribly ashamed 
if you were the person that was behaving this way; something that you 
instinctively find yourself judginq as bad, weak, dirty, rotten, insane,--
whatcver--to ask yourself: once this person has \'JOrked on his problem, AI! 
once he is a healthier kind of person, hm., v10uld \'Jhat he's putt!~ into ?~ 
that reprehensible behavior chanqe. What would be the good in i~ · ~ . 

~•11 give you one particularly dramatic example, when I learned this and ~~ 
L{,ever forgot it aaain. I once had a patient-~l!is wasn't a CO~Aselin~... /T r 

D'fltient, tt:li5 was a private pa~ent~ ! was then qettin~ suoervision 
from a very smart cookie. This guy, after about ten se5sions, went through 
~ god-il\'lful one in which he finally fessed up tu something tht't had been 
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bugging him all his life. He never thought he could tell it to anybody and 
he finally told me what it was. What it was was that he'd jerk-off pretty 
much every night; this he'd already told me about and he worried about this, 
but the thing that really got him and he found very difficult to tell me was 
that he did it in a particular way that would allow him to perform fellatio 
on himself at the same time. What he did was to rig up a kind of Rube Goldberg 
thing, kind of apparatus -- rubber tube and jerk off and swallow the semen. 
Well first it got to me personally but also I wasn't very skilled then in 
terms of diagnosis, and I thought oh Jesus what have we .got on our hands here, 
schizoid behavior, real primitive stuff, and I began to think Jesus the prog
nosis here i:; not very good. Hell in the consultative session I told my 
teacher, exoecting that he \-IOuld confirm my fears, about the prognosis. He 
listened and sort of compliment~d me on my ability to get this much confidence 
from the patient, and then he said, "what do you think of that little trick 
of his?'' I said "I don't know what the hell to think of it," and he says 
"have you ever heard of it before?" I'd never heard about it before and I 
had never read about it before either. He says "Well you know there must 
be; I've never heard about it before either, it just occurs to me this is 
a very extreme kind of behavior and it's just possible that this guy has a 
unique capacity for self-containment, being a complete self-contained unit, 
maybe it is just possible he has a rare capacity for integrity of some kind. 
But look at the way he is frittering that away in that silly trick of his; 
maybe you might te 11 him that sometime." And I thought ah ha this is the 
trick; the real trick to theraoy is to see the kernels of latent health--
that is in the sickest,most reprehensible kind of behavior. And if you start 
thinking this way then you're r~ly in a position to be open-minded, rather 
than to recoil and start judging ~~ Boy, that lesson really paid off over the 
years. It's not easy to perfecr-but just working on it is heloful. This is 
the one place \'rhere perhaps some book knowledge of personality de'lelonment and 
that kind of thing can be useful, but it can be learned from students them
selves if you ask them this question and then have your responses influenced 
by your having asked the question. 

Question: Wouldn't you say that person had some problems with aggression? 

Well, if you look at it that way it tends to be, well that really is repre
hensible, but I can find something good in you anyway. That isn't it. It's 
what might really be healthy that's in that very behavior. Hhat is the 
healthy tendency that's been distorted in that behavior? So that you can 
get out the healthy tendency and work on it, not just the distortion. 

{;;t·ay now \'Jhat do I mean by awareness of the symbolic power of your role? 
~ clinical circles this is what is referred to as transference. That bs a 

much misunderstood term. It does not m~an that all oatients fall in love 
with their therapists because they remind them of their mothers. What I 
mean bv that is that to the extent the counselor succeeds in meetina all 
these other conditions of I'Riokt~alit:}', neutrality, confidentiality, one-sided
ness and ooen-mindedness, it puts him in a position symbolically to represent 
all of the adults, all of the authorities in th~t student's life who have 
either exploited him by not being open mind~d, by not being concerned abuut 
him, etc., etc., or whom he has exploited, and it puts you in a position to 
represent all those people symbolic~lly. And if he can \'Jork something out 
with you, the real pay-off here, the by-oroduct of all this is, that in some 
ways he's come to terms with lots of ghosts and lots of oarent figures and 
lots of poor teachers, etc., etc. He is not necess~rily conscious of this 
but the fact that he has ore experience \''ith an authority that was based on 
mutuali .ty, mutual respect, mutual ability to face •Jo to problems and -~ 

·UP to tbem iR a maRly 'fl&¥, war~ on them. In a ser.se it shows that since he's 
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do~e it ~nee he can do it again. In some ways you might say fr ~uts the 
counselor in position to be a kind of a broker, symbolic broker, helping 
the student forgive himself and his parents paPeRts for ti~en they've 
exploited each other, one way or another. This is real mag~ 

Question: You were talking sometime back about the confrontation process. 
Is this the kind of process where the student identifies you as 
(inaudible) 

.; 

No not necessarily. That's what I mean that awareness of these symbolic pro~-
erties is not necessarily explict. I am glad you asked that because l:ll.+·~...._~ 
where psychoanalysis as psyhoanalysis differs from counselinq. psychoanalysis 
it's considered that unless that has been made explicit and trace · 
its ramifications so that all the symbolic eve,rage ism _ s .•.. As I 
s~ t~at's a very e ucationa exper1ence, u 1t s not necessarily any more -~--~ 
helpful in dealing with problems than to allow it to go unspoken. You may ~ 
be aware of this, it may occur to you, for example, that now that Susie Smith # 
has finally faced uo for the first time to an authority and said that what J- ~ 
has been the trouble all along was that she was more sensitive to your needs ~ ~ 
than to her own and that she was therefore all along behaving in such a way 
as to please you and that's why she hasn't been getting anything out of her 
own life. Having said to yourself that you may think to yourself ah-ha I 
wonder how many peoole in her life this represents. Good, in terms of your 
understanding, but I wouldn't normally bring that up --

Now there are three things that you might find yourself doing that mean that 
you've forgotten this symbolic power you have and forfeiting it. One is when 
you find yourself being buddy-buddy with a student. To the extent that you're 
buddy-buddy with the student you're usually breaking some of the other con
ditions too, you're usually meeting your own needs as well as his. But one 
thing you're certainly doing, is forfeiting the role of authority and therefore 
the synbolic prooerties of that role. You might help the student in lots of 
ways but you won't be representing all the people that he's never been able 
to be buddy-buddy with. 

The second one is if you've taken sides. Now there you've already broken the 
neutrality condition anyway. But if you've taken sides, either for him or 
against him, you've said for example 11Well that run-in you had with Dean 
Cad\'lallader troubled you all right and I'm glad to see you're working on your 
end of it, but you know Cadwallader \'las •·eally right. You've broken the 
other condition but you've certainly given up your role as an authority there, 
that is as one that can be reoresentative. 

The third is when you take the ~osition"that--''\·Jel1 this is just a growing 
pain, a phase you're going through, and stuff. You're right, it is a trival 
problem.~~ You wouldn't say that but sometimes that attitude can get across to 
the student, especially one who is trying to demean himself or belittle his 
problem. 

Question: (Inaudible) 

That's the kind of Question, Jack, I really can't answer and so won't even try. 
Again it's good to have that kind of auestion raised, however, because this and 
the thousand other kinds of que5tions, you could ask 11 h0'" do you do it 11

• No
body can tell you. All I am saying here is that's relatively ~.;nimoortant. Hays 
wi11 occur to you if yorJ're observing all these conditions. They \\rill be Jack 
Webb ways, they won't be my \'lays, they won't be Larry's ways. Tf you're aware 
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of these conditions, are really worki ng at them, what you should be asking 
yourself in terms of how to do it is if I break a condition, how did I do it 
and how do I stop doing it? The rest of how to do it I \'li 11 say in a few 
words about a few practical guidelines and that's all. These are very general 
guidelines. 

First is contradiction. Whenever you heara contradiction you might ask yourself 
the question of whether or not it would be in the interest of that student 
to confront him with the contradiction. What it usually means is you're onto 
a conflict the student didn't know he had. Another, if the student spends a 
whole session talking about his past, his parents, his mother, his father his 
childhood, it's usually a good idea to think .. I wonder if it might be good 
to raise the question in the pr~sent or ask him to relate what he's been 
talking about to the oresent; 11 and conversely, if the student is constantly 
talking about his current problem, it is usually a good idea to think of 
raising the past and getting him to relate the past to the present. Timing 
and all that is uo to you. The same with fantasies and realities. If the 
student is constantly talking just about the real problem but never brings 
up daydreams or memories or anything like that, you might ask yourself if it 
would be in his interest to ask if he ever has any daydreams or "Did you ever 
have any fantasies about this when you were a kid?" Then again, conversely, 
if the student is always talking about his daydreams and dreams and so on, 
it might be wise to ask yourself if it would be in his interest to raise the 
question of how this relates to his everyday life. 

I might talk about the strength within weakness tactic. That's more one of 
attitude. It's just good for you to be thinkin~ that way. Here is one that I 
find useful; it may be more a reflection of my style and personality than any
thing else, and I'll put it in quotes. I just call it the "sandwiching tech
nique." This happens usually when a student is having a devil of a time 
either identifying the problem or relating to the problem. Now, you are pretty 
sure what it is. The one thing you don't want to do is tell the student, "Hey, 
I think I know what it 1S. 11 That is the one thing that is not very courteous, 

. but it can be useful, if you're pretty sure you know what it is, to say some
thing like, "You know, I think it would be useful for you if we could get a 
handle on that and really identify what the problem is; what its oriqin might 
have been. I don • t know for sure, but I • 11 give you the benefit of my ex
perience and say what it has been in the exoericnce of other students I ' ve 
worked with. With one student, as I reca 11, it was the fact that his mother 
was \'forking all the time and he never saw her, and he used to feel th3t she 
didn't like him. \~ith another student it was that he used to wet the bed all 
the time when he \1/as a kid and he was very embarrassed about it. In another 
student that I worked with one time this. kind of a problem was traced back to 
a time ~men he was five years old and he used to have little sex games with 
his sister, 11 and so on and so on. You want to sort of sandwich the one th~t 
you know is on the beam with five or six equally upsetting, if they were true, 
which enables the student to say with a little more comfort, "Yeah! That 
might be the one. Let's talk about that." 

Multiple choice? 

Yeah, it's a multiple choice. Now, I say, I don't know if that is as generally 
useful as the others I ment"i oned. 11 

· 

Finally, the question of courtesy. In sc~e ways courtesy is irrelevant under 
these conditions--that is, the nonnal day-to-day niceties that guide us in our 
day-to-day relationshio!: \~ith reoole. They are irrelevant because of the con
ditions that have been set up--the neutrality, the agreement, the confidentiality, 
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etc'., etc. But it's therefore all the more effective to be courteous, to say 
.for example just before you are about to get into some really deeo water that 
you know is going to be cold, 11 I'd like to raise a question with you, and if you 
think it's being too personal let me know and we won't go into that ... I've never 
had anyone yet, after I've said it, object; but the fact that I've thought enough 
to be aware that this might be really uncomfortable, that to just give a gesture 
of courtesy really pays off. It pays off in terms of the student's respect for 
you, and more than that, his self-respect. He begins to learn to deal courteously 
with himself. ~ 

Well, just to get this on tape, the courterpart to these positive tactical guide
lines are some negative ones. The first has to do with advice. Usually the 
thing to do is not give it. If you think of giving some advice, usually it is 
best to at least save it and wonder--give it another session. Defer that until 
next time, because it's usually not called for. When you are confronted with 
questions and are tempted to give the answer, again, maybe it would be a 
good idea to give the anS\'Ier sometime, but more often than not, it would be 
best to wait. Then, the question of silence. The temptation for a beginner in 
this business is to break silences and not allow them to happen. They are ex
tremely uncomfortable, extremely uncomfortable. If Bob and I were sitting having 
a drink in a local bar and 'lte were sitting there looking at each other and not 
saying a blasted word for five minutes, I think one of us would just get too 
up tight to allow it, and one of us '1/0uld break the silence. But silence is 
one of the best thinqs that can happen in a counseling session--real silence. 
Even five minutes of it. You will find that sweating out five minutes of silence 
for the first time is rough. You get feeling tingly, you start to itch, all 
kinds of things. It will be very uncomfortable. But it pays off. It pays off 
in the sense that it communicates as nothing else can the one sidedness, that 
you are here for his benefit and not for anything else. It pays off in demon
strating that you are strong e~ough to withstand anxiety of your own and to 
live it through with the student. On the other hand I've found, no\'t aqain this 
maybe m~inly my style, I find that about five minutes of silence is all that 
pays off for the student. There was one occasion \'/hen I sat through a whole 
houi and not said a word. A word did not transpire. That was because I'~ 
made the judgement that this guy was strong enough to just throw a whole hour 
away or ---. That's happened once in my exoerience. But more often than not, 
the interest of the student is not served by more than five minutes of silence. 
You have passed all the tests of confidence and it's more a mark of courtesy 
than anything else then to say 11 maybe it would be a good idea for me to think 
out loud to help you over what .vou're---. 11 Or, "would you like to sit through 
thi,s some more or what?,. Because about five minutes is about all that pays off 
in terms of the student's interest. Again, I don't know why five· minutes--some
thing about me and counseling maybe. 

The question of support. You frequently hear in counseling circles of supportive 
\'tork. This is usually a put-down in professional circles. You know, psychiatrists 
say "Social workers, what they do is support, they do supportive work ... And ~1hat 
that can mean ~men it's misinterpreted, and it's even misinterpreted by psychiatrists, 
is baby-sittinq, hand-holding, patting on the back, buck up, everything wi11 be 
okay. Again, that is fiction. That is not support. The most supoortive thing for 
a person is to face up to his problems and if you really want to be supportive 
to the person you behave exactly 11ke a psychiatrist even though you're not one. 
You're a counselor, you're doinq the really difficult 'f!Ork. I really mean this, 
psychotherapy is a snap compared to counse"ling. It takes ITIJCh less skill and 
in some ways is much less reo.'larding than good successful three-·sessfon counselfnq. 
That takes rea·l ski 11. If you ·,'lant to hear the end of that one~ the toughest 
thing of all is the thing that amateurs are doing all the time and you've been 
failing at. Referring. A successful referral requires more skill than any othel 
single thing in a.ll of psychiatry. The real pro i·s the guy who can make referra s • 
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But that is another point. The point that I want to make is even if you're ob
jective is to support this person, to make him feel less alone and less helpless, 
then all you do to "support" the person is what you are doing anyway. You are 
helping that person talk about things that he never thought he could talk about 
~efore. 

What about reinforcement? 
,; 

What do you mean reinforcement? 

When you see and he sees a step being made, well, do you then enter into some 
kind of a reinforcement technique? 

Well, you are asking one of those questions again, Jack. 

Yep. 

Maybe, maybe not, but that's something you decide for Jack \>!ebb. If you are 
observing all these conditions, you may decide yes, you may decide no. You know, 
a student \'tho comes in oriqinally saying "Darrmit, I thin!: I'm imnotent. I've 
been out with this girl three times. She wants it and I want it but it doesn't 
get up. You know, I'm really scared." Okay, let's Nork on that. Three sessions, 
next Tuesday, 2:30." Not all that officiously, but you do it in your style, 
as we discussed here and after the third session; hell, let's say after the 
first session, he goes out with the girl and has a ball. Gets it up. Boy, it's 
great. First time he's ever had it HOt~! life is great! You kno\·f, nm'l here 
is the specific question. Deoending on who I am, Jack Hebb, Larry Stenberg, 
Dick Jones, I might sit there and just sort of smile. Or I might get up and 
say "God damn man, join the grouo." Depending on me, depending on him. On 
the other hand, let's get at this support thing. The same guy comes in and 
in the first session the two of you just agree, dependinq on \'that he say. You 
come to the conclusion that the reason he's not getting it up is that whenever 
he gets this close to a girl he gets scared and from what else he's told me, 
the source of feeling scared has to do with other women in his life, and now 
let's talk about that next time. He takes the position that it's all a question 
of technique. It's the way you deal with your fly, the way you get it out 
fast enough, or etc., etc. He's convinced that it's technical problems. I'll 
share this anecdote \'tith you because it reminds me of the t·;me \'lhen I had one 
like that. This was not a three hour one, it was about a six hour one and 
this guy, he was adamant. It was surely a technical proGlem. A question of 
getting the girl at the right time. It Nas a question of timing, of having 
the right smells in the room, everythin~ just right, music on, etc. Just all 
that kind of thing, that was the way to do it. Not to talk about ----with 
women. 

That's what playboy teaches ya. 

Right. So tt.is is where the sunnort comes in. One session he vtas goin~ out. 
He knew that the girl was riqht. He had the problem solved and he was going 
to do it right this time. ~!ow, I knew qoddt1mn ~1el1 there Wf\S no \·tay of doinq 
it right until he dealt with some of his fantasies. And one of his fantasies 
was that ther~ were sort of broken beer bottles and rusty razor blades in 
there. That was a dream he had. a f~ntasy he had. And on his way out the 
door, he was all set. This time he \'t~s goir.g to show mP. it was all technique. 
On his way out, knowing how much h~ wanted to hJve a good exnerience, I said 
"Hell, watch out for the rusty razor blades and broken beer bottles." He 
said, "You son r•f a bitch. flow can I do it if J 'rtl thinkinq tho~e kinds of 
thoughts.~~ He11 now, t~at rtas really a very supportive statement. \'/hat I 
~las corm1u~icating \·:as my confidence 'lir·st in my own judqmc~nt based on the in
fonnation he had wii ·lingly given me; and further and more iMportantly, my con-
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fidence in his solving the problem, not the wrong way but the right way. And 
~vent~ally he did get at the source of the problem. This is an example of 
support being nothing more than doing the work. 

That's about it. 

Is there anything else? Well okay. For the psychology of it, you know, there 
are books to be read--it would be useful to read, etc. etc. But even having 
read the books, you don't learn psychology unless you have learned it with 
and, also had it confirmed by working with students. I ~eally feel very com
fortable in saying to a group of non-psychologists if you observe these con
ditions and you work on these conditions and you finally adapt your own person
ality and style to these conditions, the students \'Jill teach the psychology. 
But you really don't need a helluva lot of psychology if you are a relatively 
sensitive person and you observe these conditions. It's really as simole as 
that. It's simole when you are saying it, it's not simple when you are trying 
to do it. And that's the point that Dick raised about exceptions. I suppose 
I should say that, you know, the real artist in this game breaks these rules 
as often as he observes them. That's because he's found more elegant ways or 
more sensitive ways to achieve their purooses. But for openers, it's really 
good to observe all the rules all the time. 
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